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ABSTRACT
The Shape Seeker Algorithm
by
LaDawnHaws, Master of Science
Utah State University,

1982

Major Professor:
Dr. Micheal P. Windham
Department: Mathematics
This paper gives a brief description
objective
properties

function clustering

of this type of algorithm.

adaptive norm algirthm,
established.
clusterings

algorithms,

of several well known fuzzy
and discusses the convergence

The Shape Seeker algorithm,

is then described in detail,

an

and convergence

It is compared to the other algorithms by examining the
it produces on several data sets.
(40 pages)

INTRODUCTION

Clustering
structure

techniques are among the basic tools for identifying

in data.

The use of fuzzy clustering

recent development in cluster
interest

analysis;

algorithms is a fairly

these algorithms are generating

because of the wide variety of their applications.

This paper will begin by describing what fuzzy clustering

means,

then surveying some of the most well-known objective function algorithms.
The standard method for proving convergence, based on Zangwill 's Global
Convergence theorem will be discussed,

along with a new approach to con-

vergence developed by Windham[?].
While they appear to have a great deal of promise, these clustering
algorithms are still

far from being perfected.

was developed in an attempt to incorporate
(an adaptive norm, for instance)

The Shape Seeker algorithm

some of the good features,

and at the same time to eliminate some

of the problems (large amounts of computation, ard "dangerous" numerical
techniques,

like inverting matrices).

To see how well this new algorithm accomplishes what it was designed
to do, several data sets will be presented,

and the performance of the

Shape Seeker will be compared to that of several of the other algorithms
in current use.
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FUZZYCLUSTERI
NG
The term "clustering " refers

to imposing a partition

so that members of a single cluster
other.

are si milar,

on a data set

in some way, to each

It is assumed that each point in a data set can be represented

by an r-dimensional vector v1hich contains the measurements of r features
of a physical object or process .

Some comparison of these features will

determine the s imi 1arity between any two points.
Consider the data set shown in figure 1 .

•
• •

•

• •

• ••
•

Fig. 1. . A data set containing three clusters.
If similarity
fairly

is measured by "distance between points",

obvious groups of points,

given by X =
{S1 , ...

{x

, \ L

1 , ...

or clusters.

, xn} can be separated

there are three

In general, any data set
into c disjoint

This grouping can be described by a function f applied

to X where
f(x)

=

subsets,

(u 1 (x), ...

, uc(x) ) for all x in X

where ui(x)

=

l if x belongs to the ith cluster
0
{ othervti se.

3

The functions u.1 define the clusters,
X. This method of cla ss ification,
one cluster

which are a disjoint

partition

of

where every point belongs to exactly

is called "hard clustering".

Data derived from the physical world is seldom as clearly
as that in figure l.

separated

That is, sometimes a set is not precisely

It is for these situations

that "fuzzy clustering"

defi ned .

was developed.

For example, suppose that from the set of all people in the United
States it is desired to locate the cluster

of "rich people" .

A hard

clusterer

would "draw the line" at some fixed value, say one million

dollars,

and anyone with more than that amount would be included in

the set, while someone with even one dollar less would be left out.
On the other hand, the fuzzy clusterer
one million dollars

is certainly

much more likely to be classified

"rich" than one with ten thousand dollars,
is also a very likely

reas ons that a person with

"rich" candidate.

as

but the one with $999,999
Rather than classify

people as

"members" or "non-members", every person is given a membership value
that reflects

"how strong" a member that person is.

The one with a

million dollars might be given a membership value of .9 while the one
with ten thousand would have a membership of .l.

This idea of "degree

of belonging" is the basis for "fuzzy clustering".
To be more precise,

let X = {x1 , ... , xn} be any data set where
xk is an r-dimensional vector. A fuzzy clustering of X can be described
by a c by n matrix U, where the entry U(i,k)

=

uik

f

[0,l]

measures the

degree of membership of the kth data vector in the ith cluster,
l indicates

where

unequivocal belonging, 0 none. The rows of U are fuzzy sets

as described by Zadeh [9], which are called "fuzzy clusters".

(This

assumes that every column of the matrix adds to l, in order to insure
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that a clustering

is actually

that no row of U i s entirely

a fuzzy partition .
zeroes--every

cluster

Further, it assumes
has some point which

belongs, to some degree, otherwise it does not make sense to call it a
cluster.)
Notice that a hard clustering
clustering

can always be obtained from a fuzzy

by simply defining

(In the case where ujk

=

uik' some arbitrary

used to assign xk to S. or S .. )
1
J

tiebreaking

rule must be

However, a great deal of informatiori

may be lost in the proce s s .
.3 •

•. 3
•.

3

• .5

.7 •

.7 •

• .7

Fig. 2. Two fuzzy clusters,
Two fuzzy clusters

with first

are represented

cluster

membership values.

in figure 2; the numbers beside

the points tell

the membership of the point in the first

hard clustering

based on maximummemberships would put the bottom

"corner" in one cluster,
point would arbitrarily

the top "corner" in another,

way between clusters"

has been lost.

A

and the middle

be assigned to one or the other.

the point to belong to one cluster,

cluster.

By requiring

the information of it lying "half-

5

In general,

the point s which belon g to one cluste r have some s imi-

lar characteristics;
clusters

a point whose membership is divided between two

shares the characteristics

clustering

Whena hard

forces that point to belong to a single cluster,

of characteristics

this sharing

is obscured.

Most clustering
cluster

of both clusters.

algorithms make use of a point associated with each

called the cluster

center.

A cluster

center may not actually

belong to the data set, but it is representative

of the cluster;

it is

computed as a weighted mean so that point s which have high memberships
in the cluster

have more influence on determining the center than do

point s with low memberships. Geometrically,

the cluster

thought of as the center of mass of the cluster .
figure 3 are indicated

center can be

The cluster

centers in

by"+" .

•

•
t

•
•

•

Fig. 3.

+

•

Two cluster

centers \'Jith cluster

centers

indicated by"+".

/
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FUZZYOBJECTIVE
FUNCTION
ALGORITHMS
Fuzzy C-Means
Perhaps the most well-known fuzzy clustering

algorithm is the

Fuzzy ISODATA
or Fuzzy C-Meansalgorithm introduced by Dunn [5] and
developed by Bezdek [3].

To understand the Fuzzy C-Means algorithm

it is useful to look first

at its hard clustering

hard c-means algorithm produces chard
subsets

s1 ,

... ,

L L
i

5cto

X£s.

=

The

by finding disjoint

minimize

IX - Vi I 2

l

where vi is the ith cluster
vi

clusters

counterpart.

*·Ix~s.
l

X

l

center, computed as
where ni is the number of points in Si

and Ix - vii is the Euclidean distance between x and vi.

In other

words, the algorithm locates sets so that the distance between the
points in the sets and the corresponding cluster
Two points are "similar"

centers is minimized.

if they are close to the same cluster

The Fuzzy C-Means algorithm follows a similar procedure.

center.
For any

real number m > l, it finds a membership matrix U = [uik] and cluster
centers V = (v 1 , ...
J(U,V)

=

L.

Intuitively,

l ,

, vc) to minimize the objective

(l )

k

minimizing the objective

points which are close to some cluster
that cluster.

function

The algorithm actually

function J requires that

center have high memberships in
implements the equations which are
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the necessary conditions on U and V to produce a local minimum for J.
Using LaGrange multipliers

on

J

with the constraint

that

L. k u.k
1,

1

=

l,

one obtains the following necessary conditions for a local minimum:
vi

(Lk

=

uik

=

uikm xk)/ Lk

( 2)

uikm

(1/ lxk - vi l2)1/(m-l)/ Lj

(1/ jxk - vj j2)1/(m-l)

(3)

Since this system cannot be solved in closed form, the equations are
used instead in an iterative

process which produces a sequence of

membership matrices {U.} that converge, hopefully, to a local minimum.
1
More will be said about this later.
The exponent weight, m, can be used to reduce the effect of "noisy"
data points.

If mis large,

will have little

a point with low memberships in

influence on determining the cluster

centers,

ill

clusters

and con-

sequently on the new memberships. This may be useful when there are
some stray data points,

but it is advisable to keep m fairly

small--as

m gets large, all memberships usually approach 1/c, an unsatisfactory
solution.

In practice,

the value m = 2 is commonlyused.

The actual steps of the Fuzzy C-Meansalgorithm are
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Choose a value for c and form, and a c by n matrix
which is used as the initial membershi~ matrix.
Using the memberships and equation (2), compute
cluster centers.
Computenew memberships using equation (3) and the
centers from step ii).
Comparethe successive membership matrices.
If the
corresponding entries differ by less than some predetermined constant, stop; otherwise go to step ii)
and continue.
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There is a proble m that can occur in the course of iteration.

If

some cluster

center happens to coincide with one of the data points,

the division

in equation (3) is undefined.

Looking at this situation

from a geometric point of view, if some point lies on the center,

the

distance between the point and the center is zero, which seems to say
that the point definitely

That is, if lxk - vi I

of the other clusters.
equation {3),
practice,

let uik

belongs to that cluster,

=

l and ujk

=

=

and hence to none

0, instead of using

0 for all j not equal to i.

In

machine roundoff prevents this from happening very often,

except in the case of very symmetrical data.
Equation (l) (and consequently equations (2) and (3)) appears to
depend on the Euclidean distance between xk and vi, but actually,
measure of distance
would work as well.

(for instance,

i.Qi'_

any inner product induced metric)

Equations (l) and

(3)

could be rewritten

as
(la)
(3a)

where dik is some measure of distance between xk and vi.
One such distance measure makes use of a positive

definite

matrix

A, and the distance is defined by
(4)

Since the shape of an open set, and therefore
by the metric,

the user can alter

a cluster,

is determined

the shape of the clusters

that the

algorithm seeks by simply changing the matrix A. Metrics of the form
given in equation (4) produce ellipsoidal

clusters,

a much more flexible
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shape than the ci rcles of the Euclidea n metric.

(Notice th at if A is

the identity

matrix, equation (4) reduces to the Euclidean norm.)

generalizing

the way distance

By

is measured, a whole family of fuzzy clus-

tering algorithms can be produced.
Fuzzy C-Varieties
In an attempt to detect non-ellipsoidal

clusters,

developed the Fuzzy C-Varietie s algorithm s.
rithms radiate

not around points,

of dimens ion d, where dis
A linear variety

Clusters in these algo-

but rather around "l inear varieties"

les s tha n r, the dimension of the data space.

can be thought of as a "flat

dimensional linear variety
In general,

Bezdek et al. [4]

is a line,

a linear variety

set";

for example, a one

a two dimensional variety

is given by L.,

=

v1.

+ """' J·
L

t JJ. y.,

a plane.
where v.,

is an r dimensional vector, y. is an r dimensional vector of length l,
J

and tj ranges over all real numbers.
the vector v.1 will still

(In the linear varieties

algorithm,

be the "center of mass" of the cluster,

just as

before.)
The Fuzzy C-Varieties

algorithms use the same objective

Fuzzy C-Means, equation (la),

function as

but "distance " is computed differently--

di k is the orthogonal distance from the kth data point to the ith linear
variety.

The procedure for constructing

here for the case where d
geometrically.
Bezdeketal.

=

the algorithm will be given

1, since the idea is easily

illustrated

Details for the general case, and proofs are given by
[4].

The one dimensional linear variety

is a line,

and the distance

from the kth point to the ith line is found by using the orthogonal
projection

of xk onto Li, as shown in figure 4.
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L.

1

Fig. 4.

Orthogonal distance from xk to linear variety Li.

That distance

is given by

( 5)

and the objective
centers,

function,

which is now a function of memberships,

and the linear variety direction

vectors Y

(y , ••.

, ye) is

-riy/(Lkuit(-xk
vi)(xk

- vi)t)yi.

=

1

or
J(U,V,Y)

=

Li,kuitlxk

- vil

2

At this point, a brief discussion of the r by r matrix
(6)

is in order, since this matrix appears not only on the right hand side
of equation (6) but also in several other algorithms.
The way 5; is constructed makes it analogous to a fuzzy "within
cluster

variance-covariance

matrix",

a matrix whose pth diagonal entry

approximates the variance of the pth feature,

and whose off-diagonal

11

entr y , spq' is an esti mate for the covariance of the pth and qth features.

If a cluster

is an ellipsoid

extending in r orthogonal directions

then the Si matrix holds information about the shape of that ellipsoid:
the directions
relative

of the axes are given by the eigenvectors

variance or "scatter"

the corresponding eigenvalue.

of Si and the

of data along each axes is measured by
For this reason S. is called the scatter
l

matrix of the ith cluster.
Substituting

"S.

II

l

into equation (5) gives
( 7)

Minimizing this function requires choosing y. to be the eigen1
vector of S; corresponding to the largest
Anderson [21.

Interpreted

loosely,

eigenvalue,

given by

this says that the direction

for a linear variety

should be the same direction

most widely spread.

(See figure 5.)

and proof, the reader is referred

a result

vector

in which the data is

For a more detailed

explanation

to Bezdek et al. [4].

. .. .
Fig. 5. Linear variety direction
largest variance of the data.
The linear

varieties

vector is in the direction

of the

algorithm for higher dimensions is similar

that for one dimension; the specific

to

steps for implementing the Fuzzy

12

C-Varieties
i)
ii)
iii)

iv)
v)

algorithm for one di mens ional varieties

are

Choose an exponent weight, m, and a c by n initial
membership matrix.
Calculate cluster

centers using equation (2).

Form scatter matrices using equation (6), and from each
matrix find the eigenvector corresponding to the largest
eigenvalue; this will be the direction vector, y., for
1
the linear variety.
Find new memberships using equations (3a) and (5).
Compare the new memberships to those from the previous
iteration to determine whether or not to continue.

Gustafson-Kessel
It seems reasonable to expect that clusters
shapes could occur in a single data set.

of several different

Rather than requiring

user to choose the shape of the clusters

the

that the algorithm seeks, as

in the Fuzzy C-Means and Fuzzy C-Varieties

algorithms,

Gustafson and

Kessel [6] developed an algorithm that detects the shapes of the clusters.

This is accomplished by treating

the metric within each cluster

as a variable.
The objective

function for the Gustafson-Kessel algorithm is a

function of memberships, centers and positive definite
matrices A = {A , ...
1

metric-inducing

, Ac}:
(8)

If J is to be minimized in a non-trivial

way, some constraint

must be

placed on the Ai matrices to bound them away from the zero matrix, and
that constraint

was chosen to be det(Ai)

be thought of as scaling factors

=

pi.

These numbers, pi, can

on the volume of the clusters;

a large
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value for pi tends to make the ith cluster
for Pi will emphasize the ith cluster .

smc1ll, vJhile a small value

In practice,

pi is commonly

chosen to be l for all clusters.
Applying the method of LaGrange multipliers
to the constraint

to equation (8) subject

that det(A.)1 = p . and differentiating
1

u.k,
v.1 and a pq for all i, k, p and q, the resulting
1
equations (3a) and (2) and
A.= (
1

p .

1

det(S.))l/r(s.1'

1

with respect to
equations are

1).
·

To implement the Gustafson-Kessel algorithm, the user must
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Choose an initial membership matrix and exponent weight;
volume constraints,
pi' must be fixed.
Find cluster

centers using equation (2).

Calculate the scatter

matrices using equation (6).

Find the determinants and inverses of the scatter
matrices and substitute these into equation (9)
to produce the norm inducing matrices, Ai.

v)

Compute new memberships using equations (3a) and (4).

vi)

Comparethe new memberships to the ones from the last
iteration and stop if they are "close".

( 9)
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CONVERGENC
PROPERTIES
E
OF
OBJECTIVE
FUNCTION
ALGORITHMS
The convergence properties

of objective function algorithms are

based on the Global Convergence Theorem of Zangwill [10].
theorem is stated,

Before the

it is necessary to define a descent function.

Let

A be an algorithm defined on a space X which produces a sequence {x.}
1
where xn+l= A(xn). Denote by i the subset of X henceforth referred
as the "solution set".
algorithm to locate.)

to

(These are the points that the user wishes the
Then Z is said to be a descent function for

(A,~) if Z is continuous and
i)
ii)

if x

f

i, then Z(A(x)) < Z(x)

if x E ~' then Z(A(x)) ~ Z(x)

This says that the sequence {Z(xi) } is a decreasing sequence--strictly
decreasing for any xj not in the solution set; if Z has a fixed point,
that point must belong to the solution set.
tinue to descend even for x. in S.
J

(Of course, Z could con-

The only way to be certain that x .

is an element of the solution set is when Z(xj) = Z(xj+l).)
Theorem Given that A is an algorithm defined on a space X which generates a sequence {xi} in X with solution set S. If
i)
ii)
iii)

Z is a descent function for (A,~)
A is continuous on X - S
xi ~K ~X, K is compact

then every sequence {x.} generated by A has a convergent
subsequence whose limit lies in~-

J

l5

As was mentioned before, the minimum of J( U,V)

=

L,i,k

uikm dik 2

cannot be found; but a local minimumcan be found, given any fixed memberships.

If U is fixed,

then the objective

can be thought of as a function of Valone.

function for Fuzzy C-Means
The second order necessary

conditions can be applied to produce equation (2).
fixed cluster

centers,

Likewise, for any

J can be thought of as a function of U alone; the

condition for a minimumof this function is given by equation (3a).
The proof of convergence is usually done in two parts,

since the

sequence of membership matrices requires two steps for each new term:

The Global Convergence Theorem is applied at each step, showing that
J is a descent function for each step.

The sequence of membership

matrices {Ui} takes the place of {xi } in the thoerem; the solution

set

is chosen to be the matrices Ui which are fixed points of J, the critical points of J.
An alternate
Windham[7].
extent,

See [3] for a proof of this type for Fuzzy C-Means.
approach to the convergence problem is offered by

Since the shape of a cluster

by its scatter

the objective

matrix,

to some

it would seem reasonable to transform

function into a function of the scatter

process makes use of a feasible
Definition

can be described,

function,

matrices.

This

defined below.

Let S be the set of all positive semi-definite symmetric
matrices.
A function F: S ~ R is said to be feasible if
i)
ii)
iii)

Fis continuous and non-negative on Sand entry-wise
differentiable
on an open set containing the positive
definite symmetric matrices.
Fis positive homogeneous of degree l, i.e.,
F(tS) = tF(S),
t >0
Fis concave, i.e.,
F(tS 1 + (l - t)S ) ~ tF(S ) + (l - t)F(S ), 0 ~ t ~ 1
2
1
2
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It can be shown that if J( U)
function,

=

Li

F(5i), 1-vhereFis

a feasible

then an algorithm can be produced for which J acts as a de-

scent function.

This then allows the application

which gives the same convergence properties
more detailed

of Zangwill 's theorem,

as before.

See [7] for a

explanation.

It should be noted that Zangwill 's theorem says only that every

sequence of matrices {U.} has a subsequence that converges to a criti1
cal point of J; it is not known if the whole sequence converges.

Since

all the algorithms continue until successive membership matrices are
"close",

it is possible that the algorithm will not terminate.

However,

if the exponent weight is at least 2, and if dik > o for all i and k,
the Windhamhas shown in [8] that

n+ oo

This guarantees that for any positive
successive iterates
will stop.

number E , the distance between

will eventually be less than

E,

and the algorithm

17

THESHAPESEEKER
ALGORITHM
Presentation

of the Algorithm

The idea of adapting the norm to accommodatethe structure

pre-

sent in a data set is appealing, but implementing the Gustafson-Kessel algorithm requires calculating
c matrices,

the determinants and inverses of

each of which is r by r, at every iteration!

high speed digital

Even with

computers this can be a very time consuming and ex-

pensive process, not to mention the problem that occurs when some scatter matrix is nearly singular.

The Shape Seeker algorithm was devel-

oped in an attempt to detect the shapes of clusters

in a data set, and

at the same time to reduce the amount of computation involved.
As in the Gustafson-Kessel algorithm, the objective

function to

be minimized is
J =

L,. k u.km(xk - v.)t
,,

l

Since this is actually

l

A.l (xk - v1.).

a one by one matrix, minimizing J is equivalent

to minimizing the trace of J,

which simplifies
~.
L,

to

tr(S.A.).
, ,

( 10)

18

Again, as in t he Gustafso n- Kes sel al gorith m, the mi nimum woul d
clearly

be obtained if every Ai matrix were the zero matrix.

vent this possibility,
straint

the Shape Seeker requires the followin g con-

to be placed on each A. matrix:
1

atr(A. 2 )
1

r - l

where

To pre-

a

r
=

--

r - l

is some fi xed value between zero and one, which is chosen by

the user .

(There is no intuitive

r eason f~r choos ing thi s constraint

on Ai other than the fact that "it works"--that
jective

function that does have some intuitive

is, it produces an obappeal, as will be

shown below.)
Us in g LaGrange multipliers
and the usual constraint

on J , subject to the constraint

above

on the memberships, and different i ating with

respect to u.k, v . and a for all i, k, p and q, one obtains the nec1
1
pq
essary conditions for a local minimum; for uik and vi these conditions
are the same as before, namely equations (2) and (3a) where dik is
given by equation (4).
A.
1

=

The condition on Ai is that

tr(S . )I - aS.
1

1

2
~tr (Si) - atr(Si 2)
Substituting
jective

( 11 )

this expression for A. into equation (10), the ob1

function reduces to
2
tr (S.)
- atr(S. 1 2).
1

( 12)
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The obvious questio n now is , what i s thi s functi on? Whycould it be
expected to produce a "good" clustering ?
To get some insight
first

as to what this function is, it is helpful to

rewrite equation (12) in an equivalent form:

or

~ (l

Ii

- a)(

I

2

p s pp) + a ( 2

L
(s s
P>q pp qq - s pq

2

( 13)

))

wheres pq is the pqth entry in the ith scatter matri x.
Now, if every cluster that this algorithm attempts to find is an
ellip soid, recall

that the direc t ions of the r per pendicular axes are

given by the eigenvecto r s of S., and that the relative
1

lengths of the

axes, or the variances of the data alon g the axes, are qiven by the
diagonal entries

of S.;
the covariance of the pth and qth features
1

given by the off-diagonal
pth and qth features
r

pq

entry.

The correlation

coefficient

is

of the

can then be approximated by

=

Using this in equation (13) produces

( 14)
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Thi s funct i on will be minimized if the var i ances al ong the axes ar e
sma 11, or i f the corr elation coefficients,
Unless the data i s linea r , rpq will
tially,

r pq, are close to l or -1.

never be close to l or -1; essen-

then, it is the variances that

must be minimized.

Geometri-

call y , this means locatin g the axes so as to for m the most compact clusters possible,

which certa i nly appears to be a reasonable thing to do.

Another way to analyze the Shape Seeker is to notice that the trace
of S.1 is equal to the sum of its ei genvalues:
tr(S 1. )

"p '

where "pis

an eigenvalue of Si.

Then equation (14) can be written as

Li)

(l - a )(

LP

" p)

2

+ 2

r

>- >-

p>q p q

This function will have a minimumwhen the eigenvalues of Si are small.
However, since it involves a sum of pairwise products of eigenvalues,

a

minimumcould occur if a single eigenvalue were large, provided the
others remain small.

(In fact,

it appears that it would be optimal for

all but one of the eigenvalues to be zero .

This should result

Shape Seeker locatin g only one dimensional clusters,
this does not happen.

for zero eigenvalues,

it is analyzed by the eigenvalues of its scatter
equation (9) into equation (10) yields

1

(p . det(S.))l/r
1

which is equivalent to

but in practice

It should be noted that the Gustafson-Kessel

algorithm seems to have a predilection

L. r

in the

l

matrices,

too.

If

substituting
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L . r (p . TT >,. ) /r .
l

J

l

l

This would clearly be minimized if one or more of the eigenvalues were
zero.

Ironically,

if this algorithm ever

an axis of length zero, it "dies",
cluster

actually finds a cluster

since the scatter

with

matrix for such a

is singular.)

The number a was originally

introduced into the Shape Seeker al-

gorithm to allow it to locate linear structures

in the data.

that if

a =

entical

to the Gustafson-Kessel algorithm; however, if

(Notice

1 and the data is two d~mensional, the Shape Seeker is id-

Shape Seeker will be able to locate the flat structures
Gustafson-Kessel algorithm.)

If

a =

Values of

that "kill"

the

0, the Shape Seeker is equivalent

to Fuzzy C-Means. (Replace Ai with the identity
to see that this is true.)

is not 1, the

a

a

matrix in equation (10)

between 0 and 1 do not seem to

have much effect on the final outcome of the algorithm, but can influence
how quickly it terminates.
The steps for using the Shape Seeker algorithm are
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Choose an initial
and a value for

membership matrix, an exponent weight,
a.

Find cluster centers using the memberships and
equation (2).
Calculate the scatter

matrices using equation (6).

Find the Ai matrices using equation (11).

v)

Compute the new memberships using equations (3a)
and (4).

vi)

Compare the new memberships to the memberships
from the previous iteration to determine whether
or not to continue.
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Convergence of the Shape Seeker
Since the objective
tion of the scatter
logical one.

function of the Shape Seeker is given as a func-

matrices,

Windham's approach to convergence is the

The technique is to produce an algorithm,

to the function of the scatter

matrices,

tive function acts as a descent function.
to Fuzzy C-Means, the scatter
F(S.1 )

=

corresponding

for which the original

objec-

Whenthis method is applied

matrix function i s

tr(S.)

1

which is a feasible

function,

as defined on page 15. The correspondin g

algorithm that is cons tructed by Windham's method is the same as the one
outlined previously.

For the Gustafson-Kessel algorithm,

the feasible

function is

and again, the algorithm is the same as described earlier.
The Shape Seeker algorithm presented earlier

is the same algorithm

that this method produces using

as the feasible

function.

The fact that Fis
each S.1 is a positive

indeed feasible

must be shown.

continuous and non-negative is apparent,
semi-definite

homogeneity is a trivial
Fis

That Fis

matter.

symmetric matrix.

since

Establishing

What remains, then, is to show that

concave.
Because Fis

homogeneousof degree one, to say that Fis

is equivalent to saying that it satisfies

the following:

concave

23

F(S + T)

~

F(S) + F(T)

Evaluating F, this becomes

So what needs to be shown is that
tr(S)tr(T)

- atr(ST)

~

F(S)F(T)

( 15)

Since tr(S) and tr(T) are non-negative,
loss of generality

that tr(S)

=

tr(T)

=

1.

it can be assumed without
To show that inequality

(15)

holds , it need only be shown that
(16)

a2

Observe that

1 - 2ab + (ab) 2

~

+

b2

~

2ab, and so

1 - (a 2 + b2 ) + (ab) 2

1 - ab

Since tr(S)

to

, for a,b

~

1.

( 17)

1, all the eigenvalues of Sare less than or equal
one; the eigenvalues of s2 are no bigger, so tr(S 2) ~ l. The same
=

is true for T; thus, by inequality

(17)

Using the Euclidean inner product for matrices,

24

and Cauchy ' s inequalit y ,

(s,r)

~

IIs II IIT !I

and since Sand Tare
tr(ST)
Inequality

symmetric, then
tr(S 2 ) ~ tr(T 2 ).

~J

(16) follows from this fact and inequality

(18).
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COMPARISON
OF THEALGORITHMS
Theoretical

explanations

kinds of clusters

of what the algorithms should do, and what

they should find is all well and good, but the only

way to really see how they behave is to use them on some data sets.
then it is difficult

to say which one has been most effective--what

actly is a "good" clustering?
tues of fuzzy clustering,

It is ironic that after

it is often the partition

extolling

Even
ex-

the vir-

with the least

fuzzi-

ness that is considered to be most valid'.
In the figures that follow, the data points have been plotted
the algorithm terminated,

where the stopping criteria

max Iu i k (n) - u i k (n+l)I
Cluster centers are indicated
than .7 in the ith cluster

• 00l

<

after

is

.

by letters;

points with memberships larger

are marked by the number of that cluster.

Points with uniformly low memberships are marked with"+".

(All compu-

tations were done on a Tektronix 4054.)
The first

example is the Iris Data of Anderson [ l], a set of 150

four dimensional points measuring sepal length, sepal width, petal length
and petal width of three varieties
most discriminating

features

on the three varieties
6d show the clusterings

Figure 6a graphs the three

of the data showing the three clusters

of irises,

the "true" clusters.

all used the same random inital

If a maximummembership hard clustering

based

Figures 6b, 6c and

provided by Fuzzy C-Means, Gustafson-Kessel,

the Shape Seeker, respectively;
ship matrix.

of irises.

and

member-

is made from each
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J

1

1

y

,11

II

11

I

1

I 1'ilt;/1 1
I

11

1

Fig.

6a.

1

'Iris",

clustering

according

to iris

varieties

3

33

2

•1

2

Fig. 6b. "Iris",
clustering
per iteration
(c=3, m=2)

3

5

C3
3

3

5

~3

I .

by Fuzzy C-Means, 18 iterations,

43 sec.
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Fig. 6d. "Iris",
clustering
by Shape Seeker,
per iteration
(c=3, m=2, a=. 99)

19 iterations,

135 sec.
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of these , Fuzzy C-Means misclassifies

16 points, Gustafson-Kessel

15,

data set called "Fiatbars"

con-

and the Shape Seeker 6.
The next example is an artificial
sisting

of 20 two dimensional points that form a hollow cross.

hoped that when searching for two clusters,
sen as one cluster,
Gustafson-Kessel,

the horizontal

the vertical

bar as the other.

It was

bar would be cho-

When Fuzzy C-Means,

Shape Seeker and Fuzzy C-Lines were run on this data,

usin g the same random initial

membership matrix, the resulting

were those shown in figure s 7a, 7b and 7d.

clusterings

(Notice that the Gustafson-

Kessel algorithm and the Shape Seeker found the same clustering.)
Repeated trials
initial

of the Gustafson-Kessel algorithm using different

membership matrices produced the same clustering.

changing the initial
same clustering
in figure 7c.

However, by

memberships, the Shape Seeker would also find the

found by Fuzzy C-Lines, and it even found the clustering
Apparently the objective

function of the Shape Seeker has

more than one local minimumon this data set.
It was expected that the analagous three dimensional data set,
"Crossbars", would produce similar results,
8d show what actually
two surprising
trials

happened.

but figures 8a, Sb, 8c and

The Gustafson-Kessel algorithm located

but reasonable clusters--two

with different

initial

planes.

Again, repeated

membership matrices produced the same

results.
Different

initial

memberships made little

Seeker, too; it found the same clustering
which corner it selected
dependency on initial
initialization

as the first

difference

to the Shape

as before, differing

cluster.

only by

Recalling its previous

memberships, it seemed possible that the "right"

could produce different

results.

This was found to be
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Fig. 7a.
"Flatbars",
Fuzzy C-Means,
8 iterations,
3 sec.fit.
(c=2, m=2)

Fig. 7b. "Flatbars",
GustafsonKessel, 13 iterations,
7 sec.fit.
(c=2, m=2, p i=l for all i)
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Shape Seeker,
7 iterations,
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Fl·g . 7d . "Flatbars",
Lines, 12 iterations,
(c=2, m=2)

Fuzzy C11 sec.fit.
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16 iterations,
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11 iterations,
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Shape Seeker,

17 iterations,

17 sec.fit.
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tr ue in one cas e-- when th e point s in the ver tic al bar were all given mem~ers hip s in one cluster,

member ships as low as .6, while the remaining

points were given memberships of .4 in that cluster,
found the same clusters

the Shape Seeker

that Fuzzy C-Lines had found.

To see if the Shape Seeker could locate the clusters
Gustafson-Kessel algorithm,
ships of .9 in one cluster
of .1.

all the points in one plane were given memberwhile the other points were given memberships

But this was not recognized as an acceptable clustering

Shape Seeker--it
tion.

found by the

did not produce a local minimumfor the objective

So although the initial

the algorithm,
structures,

for the
func-

memberships can influence the outcome of

it appears that there are some structures,

reasonable

that it cannot locate.

Whenthe algorithms searched for four clusters

in this same data

set, Fuzzy C-Means and Shape Seeker both found the clustering

s hown in

figure 9a, while the Gustafson-Kessel algorithm found 9b, and Fuzzy
C-Lines found 9c.

The result

detected two clusters

of Gustafson-Kessl

is interesting--it

and claimed that there were no more. This could

be a very important property for an algorithm :
the number of clusters

present in a data set,

some number of clusters

chosen by the user.

being able to determine
rather than searching for

It was mentioned before that in both the Shape Seeker and the Gustafson-Kessel

algorithms,

it appeared that zero eigenvalues for the scat-

ter matriceswould produce a minimumfor the objective
data set,

"Cowboy", was designed to test this hypothesis--it

points lying on the interior
sphere.

function.

The next

consists

of

of a sphere, and on a disk tangent to the

As shown in figures 10a and 10b, the Gustafson-Kessel algorithm
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found the disk as one cluster,
Seeker, however, failed

the sphere as the other.

to detect the flat cluster;

The Shape

it simply sliced

the data in two.
Whereas the Gustafson-Kessel algorithm located the clusters
"Cowboy
" correctly
the results

and the Shape Seeker failed,

were essentially

reversed.

for the next data set

The points of "Steps" form two

hollow bars that are separated both vertically
Shape Seeker found the two obvious clusters,
algorithm fitted

for

and horizontally.

The

but the Gustafson-Kessel

the data to two planes, which does not seem to be an

accurate description

of the data set.

(See figures lla and llb.)
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CONCLUSIONS
The clusterings

obtained by using objective

function algorithms

can differ

from algorithm to algorithm; for any given data set, one

clustering

may seem to be more valid than another.

An analysis of the

performance of the four algorithms described in this paper on the data
sets presented in this paper is given by the table below.
admittedly subjective
lent" if either
criteria,

a clustering

produced a clustering

was judged to be "excel-

that satisfied

the "eyeball''

or if it exhibited some property that could be interpreted

as desirable.
"excellent"
clusters

it

evaluation;

(This is an

For example, the Gustafson-Kessel algorithm scored an
for "Crossbars" (c=4) since it deternrined the number of

present;

Shape Seeker for an"excellent"

bars for being sensitive

to the initial

on Flatbars and Cross-

membership matrices.

None of

the judgements took into account the time required to produce the clustering.)
Fuzzy
Fuzzy
C-Means

Data Set

Fuzzy
C-Lines

GustafsonKesse 1

Shape
Seeker

Iris

g

n

g

e

Fl atbars

p

e

g

e

Crossbars (c=2)

p

e

e

e

Crossbars (c=4)

e

p

e

e

Cowboy

p

p

e

p

Steps

e

p

p

e

e excellent
Fig. 12.

g good

p poor

Comparison of the a 1gorithms.

n not tested
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Notice that although none of the algorithms were able to provide
"excellent"

clusterings

for every data set,

the Gustafson-Kessel algo -

rithm and the Shape Seeker seem to be the most consistent.
In summary, then, for two dimensional data, the Shape Seeker adapts
the norm for each cluster

to identify

the inherent structure

set, just as the Gustafson-Kessel algorithm does.

in a data

However, it accomplish-

es this with fewer computations, and it has a safeguard, a , to prevent
it from failing

if it should locate a flat

cluster.

Unlike Fuzzy C-Means and Gustafson-Kessel,
to be sensitive
rithm; different

the Shape Seeker seems

to the memberships that are used to initialize
initial

memberships produce different

This could be viewed as a desirable

property,

assuming that the user

has some knowledge of his data, he could initialize
clustering

clusterings.

since a single data set

might contain several "reasonable" clusterings;

such a way that the resulting

the algo-

the memberships in

is meaningful to his particu-

lar situation.
On the other hand this could be viewed as an undesirable property,
since the clustering
used.

is unpredictable

if random initial

(Of course, it can be argued that different

expected if the objective

matrices are

clusterings

must be

function has more than one local minimum.)

As new algorithms are developed, it appears that an adaptive norm
is a good characteristic

to keep in mind.

able to detect a cluster whose scatter
although it should not necessarily

A "good" algorithm should be

matrix has a zero eigenvalue,

focus on this type of cluster.

would also be useful if the algorithm could determine the number of
clusters

present in any given data set.

It
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